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What is a monster?

it comes from the Latin monstrum,
meaning a marvel, something
extraordinary, contrary to nature

FREAKS

beings with distorted anatomies:

a single eye, or even many eyes; beings of enormous size or

which are extremely small, etc.

... in short, terrifyingbeings! ... beautifulonlywhen portrayed!

HYBRIDS

beings with physical characteristics that come from different

animal species, such as man and horse, goat and man, lion and

eagle, etc.
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first corridor (corridoio di levante)
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piazzale degli uffizi riverarnopiazza della signoria
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floor
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GROTESQUE. This is a type of mural

decoration that uses a vast number of

figures: divinities from myths, personifications,

animals and monsters. The figures are

connected to one another by graphic lines,

plant shoots and architectural elements such

as stairs, columns, etc. The figures are set out

symmetrically so as to fi l l al l of the available

space. The term “grotesque" derives from the

Italian word "grotta” meaning “grotto”.

GROTESQUE. As an adjective, it means

many things at the same time: strange;

bizarre; unnatural, deformed to the extent of

being ridiculous, so funny to cause a sense of

anxiety rather than laughter. It derives from

the “grotesque” decorations representing

beings with this kind of features.

The “grotesques” show almost all of

the monsters described in

mythological literature: centaurs, satyrs,

sphinxes, griffons, etc. but also many

more. There are beings with fantastic

forms, often animal and plant hybrids.

This is a peculiar feature ofthe “grotesque

monsters”, bizarre creatures from the

imagination ofthe painters who depicted

them in the ceilings ofthe museum’s

galleries.

The “grotesque monsters”can

be foundin the ceilingswith

“grotesque”decorations”of

the three corridors on the

secondfloorofthe museum.

GROTTO. The grotesque decorations are

inspired by the ancient “Domus Aurea”,

the palace of Emperor Nero in Rome. This

looked - and sti l l looks - l ike a series of

underground caves, because it remained

buried for centuries inside the Oppian Hil l . I t

was discovered at the end of the 1 5th century,

and its decorations influenced many painters

of the period, who called them “grotesques” .

SECOND FLOOR

first, second and third corridors (corridoi di levante, mezzogiorno e ponente)



GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY Literary sources: Apollodorus, Bibliotheca, I I , 7, 6 - Ovid, Metamorphoses, vv. 1 01 -265.
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Hercules and Nessus,
1 st century B.C. with additions made in

the 1 6th century by Giovanni Caccini.

HERCULES SLAYING THE CENTAUR NESSUS.

Nessus, the ferryman for the River Euenos, seeing

Hercules and his beloved, Deianeira, wanting to reach

the other bank of the river, offered to help the woman

across. As soon as he took Deianeira on his shoulders,

Nessus fell in love with her and, once on the bank, he

attempted to force himself upon her, to kidnap her.

Hercules, who saw this offence from across the river,

fired an arrow, soaked in poison from the Hydra of

Lerna (see info sheet: “c”), and stopped Nessus by

injuring him. As he lay dying, Nessus devised a

malicious act ofrevenge: he took his tunic and spread it

with his poisoned blood, giving it to Deianeira and

advising her to make Hercules wear it any time that

she doubted his love so that she could regain

it. The unsuspecting Deianeira believed him,

and only recognised the trick when Hercules,

wearing the poisoned tunic, died in agony

shortly after.

The same characters are representedin the sculpture group byGiambologna, ondisplay
in the LoggiadeiLanzi inPiazzadella Signoria. In this artwork, Nessus is being
punishedbyHerculeswith such violence that he arouses the pity ofonlookers.

Hercules and Nessus,

Giambologna, 1 595-1 600 Florence, Piazza della Signoria, Loggia dei Lanzi.

Nessus is a centaur,

a hybrid half-man

and half-horse.

(see also info sheets:

"d" and "e").

.

Sculptors have always preferred to depict
Hercules in a vigorous struggle with the
monster andnot while stretching his bow in
the attempt to killhimwith an arrow.

SECOND FLOOR

first corridor

(corridoio di levante)



GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY Literary sources: Apollodorus, Bibliotheca, I I , 5.

HOW HERCULES DEFEATED THE HYDRA. The Hydra of

Lerna lived in the Lerna swamp, near to the city of

Argos: here it had grown and terrorized the local

inhabitants, raiding the valley to devour livestock and

destroying the land. Hercules found it on a hill and

with flaming arrows he forced it to come out of its lair.

He then seized it and the Hydra wrapped around his

leg while he sliced off its heads with a club, all to no

avail, as for every head that fell, two grew in its place.

Hercules sought help from his friend and companion,

Iolaus, and as every head was cut, Iolaus cauterized

the stump, preventing any other head from growing.

Once all the heads had been cut, Hercules arrived at

the immortal one, which he cut offand buried under a

large stone. He then dipped his arrows in the Hydra’s

poisonous blood.
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Hercules and the Hydra,
Antonio del Pollaiolo

1 470-1 475 ca.

The Twelve Labours of Hercules. Roman art, 1 50-1 60 A.D.

A reptile with an

enormous body and

many snake’s heads.

According to some

poets, it had seven

heads, while others

said it had nine or

even fifty, and that

the head at the

centre was immortal.

The slaying oftheHydra is the second
ofthe twelve labours ofHercules. It
is possible to see themallon a
sarcophagus in room34.

ROOM 9

ROOM 34



GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY Literary sources: Ovid, Metamorphoses, 1 2, vv.21 0-535 (Battle between Centaurs and Lapiths).
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Pallas and the Centaur,
Sandro Botticell i,

1 482-1 485 ca.

WHO ARE THE CENTAURS? Mythology describes

them as warlike beings, always fighting and

violent. They tried to conquer the kingdom of

the Lapiths in Thessaly, a region of Greece, and

they did not want to accept the peace treaty

offered by the prince of the region, Pirithous. In

fact, after the prince had invited them to his

wedding, they tried to kidnap the bride and the

other women at the banquet. A war followed

and the centaurs were forced to flee into the

mountains by Theseus and other heroes.

Botticelli has depicted a rough centaur who,

although armed, must submit to the authoritarian

gesture of the woman holding him by the hair. She is

wearing elegant clothing and is armed with a shield. In

one hand she holds an elegant halberd, the weapon

provided to guards and sentries, which is decorated

with gold and a precious stone. The woman looks a lot

like Minerva, the goddess of wisdom and political

reasoning. She seems to have arrived in this harsh,

rocky place to subjugate this wild being, armed only

with a rudimentary bow, and to punish him for his

violent behaviour.

Botticellidepictedmany other
centaurs in his painting“The
Calumny ofApelles”, displayedin the
same room(see info sheet: "e")

Man with the lower

body of a horse and

generally armed with

a bow and arrows.

Centaur

Roman art (2nd century A.D. ) with subsequent

modifications.

ROOM 1 4

ROOM 37



GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY Literary sources: Lucian of Samosata,DescriptionsofArtworks, (Calumny) - Ovid,Metamorphoses, XI, vv.1 46-1 90 (The Transformation ofMidas’ Ears).

The Calumny ofApelles
Sandro Botticell i

1 495 ca.
m
id
a
s HOW DID MIDAS GET HIS DONKEY EARS?

According to mythology, Midas was the king of

Phrygia, in Asia Minor, and a friend of the satyr

Pan. Pan was an excellent pipe player and he

was so proud of his ski l l that one day he dared to

challenge Apollo, god of song and poetry, and

a superb lyre player. The ignorant Midas was

called upon to judge the pair and he declared

Pan to be the winner. This unleashed the fury of

the god who, to punish Midas for his

incompetence, turned his ears into those of a

donkey.

Midas is a monster because he has the appearance of a man but with

donkey ears, which reflect his ignorance and incompetence.

MIDAS, UNJUST JUDGE. Inside a sumptuous palace, King

Midas is seated upon a podium. He is agitated; he has to

sentence the young man dragged naked before him by a

beautiful young woman, dressed in white and light blue. The

youth is Apelles, unfairly accused ofconspiring against the king,

Ptolemy, while the woman is the

treacherous Calumny. On his throne, Midas

seems to be listening to the two women

who are whispering into his large donkey

ears: one is Suspicion and the other is

Ignorance, both of whom are misadvising

the king. To the left ofthe whole group, the

naked Truth looks to the heavens. In spite

of the unjust sentence issued by Midas,

Truth will triumph at the end, once the

innocence ofpoor Apelles is proven.

In this paintingbyBotticelli, KingMidas’palace is decoratedwith panels that
create the effect ofgoldreliefs. Many ofthe scenes contain centaurs that
emphasize the unjustness ofMidas. Among these is a curious family, the “family
ofcentaurs”.

“Family ofCentaurs",

detail from “The Calumny of Apelles".

ROOM 1 4



CHRISTIAN RELIGION Literary sources: Saint Gregory the Great, The Life ofSaint Benedict. Jacobus da Voragine, The Life ofSaintMargaret ofAntioch, in: "The Golden Legend".
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Scenes from the Life of St. Benedict,
Neroccio di Bartolomeo de' Landi, 1 480 ca.

Generally, the devil

is depicted as

having a human

appearance but

with the wings of a

bat, horns and other

animal body parts -

often reptil ian.

A devil can be

represented in other

forms, in this case, a

dragon.

ST. BENEDICT AND THE DEVIL. Benedict of Norcia had

withdrawn to a cave near Subiaco to pray. Every day,

one of his followers, a monk called

Romano, would drop the day’s food

into the cave, warning the saint of

his arrival by ringing a small bell.

The devil broke the bell and,

therefore, Benedict was unable to

eat for several days.

Portinari Altarpiece (detail), Hugo Van Der Goes, 1 476-1 478 ca.

ST. MARGARET AND THE DEVIL. The Devil is

under the feet of Saint Margaret of Antioch,

patron saint of Margherita Portinari, depicted here

praying before her. According to the “Golden

Legend”, persecuted by the Romans because ofher

Christian faith, St. Margaret was imprisoned and

then devoured in her cell by the devil, who

appeared in the form of a terrifying dragon.

Margaret, armed with a cross, was able to rip open

the dragon’s stomach and emerge victorious.

DEVIL His wings are a reminder of his heavenly origins. As suggested by some religious texts, Lucifer was the most

beautiful, perfect and intell igent among the angels, but since he became unfair and rebell ious, he was expelled from

Heaven by Archangel Michael who, at the head of the legions of angels, sent him tumbling down into the abysses.

The devil
represents the
embodiment ofevil

ROOM 1 9

ROOM 1 5



GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY

SATYRS, FAUNS AND SILENUSES. Wild beings with a goat-l ike nature,

similar in appearance and behaviour. They lived in the woods and the

ancient Romans believed that any unexplained night-time noises could

be blamed upon them. Dedicated to all of the physical pleasures and

greedy above all for wine, they were attracted by the beautiful nymphs,

who they would pester, lurking in the darkness of the woods. In ancient

times, people believed them to be demigods and therefore, in spite of

their longevity, they were destined to die.

Satyr and Bacchus
Roman art from the period of

Emperor Hadrian

SATYRS, THE COMPANIONS OF BACCHUS.

The wild, vicious satyrs are among the major

followers of Bacchus, the god who,

according to myth, taught man to cultivate

grapes and to drink wine. Accompanied by

a playful, singing and dancing army of

these ever-drunk beings, Bacchus was able

to win over people not with arms but with

the sole power of fun.

Satyr,

Roman art, 2nd century A.D.

There are many satyrs to be seen in
room34 andon the grotesque
ceilings ofthe corridors.

Satyrs have the

body of a man and

the legs of a goat,

although artists

often limited

themselves to giving

them pointed ears,

horns and a small

tail . They are naked

and covered only

by a “nebris”, a

goatskin.

Reeling under the effects ofwine, the god Bacchus

is holding up the young satyr accompanying him.

Together they have drunk from the “kantharos” (the

cup that the ancient Greeks used for wine) which, now

empty, is held almost upturned by the satyr’s right

hand. The god has elegant footwear, in contrast with

the barefoot satyr, who is dressed in a rough goat’s

skin that reveals his wild nature.

sa
ty
r

first corridor

(corridoio di levante)

ROOM 34



GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY Literary sources: Hyginus, Fabulae, 6. Apollodorus, Bibliotheca, I , 4, 2. Ovid, Metamorphoses, VI, vv. 382-400.

MARSYAS FLAYED. Minerva, having found the bone from a deer’s leg,

began to play it and thus the pipe was born, but when she realised

that the gods mocked her for the way her cheeks bulged when she played,

she threw it away, cursing anyone who picked it up. The intelligent and

ingenious Marsyas found it and became an expert player. Travelling to

Nisa, he met the god Apollo, who was particularly proud of the sweet

sound of his lyre playing. Marsyas dared to challenge Apollo, who

accepted, on condition that the winner could inflict the punishment of his

choice on the loser. The Muses were called upon to judge the contest, and

it was not without endeavour and danger that Apollo was made the

winner. On account of the sheer effort that his victory caused him, Apollo

hung Marsyas from a tree and had him flayed alive. In another version of

the myth, Marsyas was only tied to the tree but his ears were transformed

at the wishes ofApollo and his body deformed by a pig’s tail.

Marsyas is a si lenus:

he has horns and a

tail, and sometimes

his ears are pointed.
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“Red” Marsyas
Roman art, 2nd century A.D.

SILENUSES, They are old satyrs and, in fact, they are depicted with a tail and horns, and

sometimes with pointed ears, but almost never with the goat’s legs. The main si lenus was

a divinity known as “Silenus” (see info sheet: “P”).

A man sharpening his knife, known as the “Arrotino” (Knife

Grinder) or “Scythian”, Roman art, 1 st century A.D.

It is likely that this sculpture is from a group representing the flaying ofMarsyas.

ThisMarsyas is
known as “red”on
account ofthe marble
used; being similarto
blood, its colourmakes
the flayingmore
striking.

third corridor

(corridoio di ponente)

ROOM 1 8



GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY Literary sources: Apollodorus, Bibliotheca, I I , 4, 2. Ovid, Metamorphoses, VI, vv. 668-764.

The Princess Andromeda is in a critical situation, bound to a rock and waiting to be

devoured by a sea dragon. Her father Cepheus and mother Cassiopeia

are weeping; her friends, near and far, are in despair, but Perseus

comes down from the sky, borne on his winged sandals, and, at the sight of

Andromeda, he fights offthe dragon with his sword. Andromeda is thus returned

to her loved ones and there are celebrations, with sacrifices being made to the

gods, with music and songs to celebrate the hero and the princess who,

brought together by fate, are also then joined in marriage.

The Freeing ofAndromeda
Piero di Cosimo, 1 51 0-1 51 3 ca.

A single picture to

tell a whole story.
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The artist, Piero diCosimo has

also portrayedhimselfamong

the characters celebrating the

freeing ofAndromeda.

ROOM 28



Literary sources: Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca, IV (Pan and Daphnis). Ovid,Metamorphoses, I , vv. 687-71 (Story of Syrinx).GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY

DAPHNIS AND PAN. Daphnis was a gentle Sicilian

shepherd, son ofthe god Mercury and a nymph. He was

born in a laurel wood, a place consecrated to the Muses, the

divinities who inspired poets. Pan offered to become his

teacher and taught him the arts of singing and of playing

the syrinx, the pipes that he himself had invented, to the

extent that Daphnis invented a genre of poetry, known as

“pastoral” (from the Latin word “pastor” meaning shepherd).

Pan is the first among

the satyrs. He has the

physique of a goat:

beard, unruly hair,

horns, legs and

hooves.

PAN. His name means “everything”, totality. The Greeks and Romans

saw Pan as one of the major divinities, since he was considered the

god of all nature and, more specifically, of shepherds and all country

dwellers. According to myth, Pan lived in Arcadia, a region of Greece

full of woods and crags.
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Pan Teaching Daphnis to Play the Syrinx
Roman art, late 2nd-early 3rd centuries A.D.

THE “SYRINX” OR PANPIPES. These pipes consist of seven or nine tubes and

were invented by Pan. The name syrinx comes from the nymph with whom

he fell in love, without this feeling being returned. Syrinx in fact begged the

gods to remove Pan’s unwelcome attention, since he was so deformed

and ugly. Her wishes were granted and the gods turned Syrinx into reeds

and Pan, in the attempt to remain close to her forever, made the reeds

into a bundle of different lengths, inventing the panpipes. Thus, he made

music to console himself for the terrible separation from his beloved.

Pan Playing his Pipes

Grotesque in the second corridor (corridoio di mezzogiorno)

second corridor

(corridoio di mezzogiorno)

third corridor

(corridoio di ponente)



GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY

Nereid on a Sea Horse
Roman art, 1 st century A.D.
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Nereids had hair decorated with

pearls and held coral branches in

their hands. They used sea horses to

move quickly over the waves and sea

surface, brushing the surface of the

water with just the soles of their feet.

They would follow the chariot ofNeptune,

god of the sea, which was also pulled by

horses. The ancient Greeks and Romans

worshipped the horse because, according

to myth, it was created by Neptune

himself.

Sea horses have half body

of a horse and the other of

a fish, and fins in place of

their front hooves.

NEREIDS. Daughters of Nereus and Doris, they were sea nymphs invoked by sailors to give them merciful seas.

Greek poet Hesiod counts fifty of them, each with her own name. They were beautiful and particularly jealous of

their beauty. In fact, the myth tells how they wanted to sacrifice Andromeda, exposing her to the jaws of the sea

monster to punish the princess’ mother, Cassiopeia, for her pride in considering her beauty and that of her

daughter superior to that of the Nereids (for more information on Andromeda, see info sheet: “ i”).

HOW NEPTUNE INVENTED THE HORSE. Since the gods on Olympus wanted to choose a country in which to be

particularly honoured, Neptune found himself contending the Greek region of Attica with Minerva. In order to

pacify the contenders, Jupiter decided that the region would belong to the one who invented the thing most

useful to man. Minerva invented the olive and Neptune the horse. The olive was considered the most useful and

the goddess was given the honour of naming the capital after herself - Athena, in Greek, hence the name Athens.

In Italian, larger breakers are known as “cavalloni” (meaning literally “big horses”), which evoke the galloping movement of Neptune’s horses.

Sea Horse

Detail of a grotesque in the third corridor (corridoio di ponente)

third corridor

(corridoio di ponente)



GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY Literary sources: Apollodorus, Bibliotheca, I I , 4, 2. - Ovid, Metamorphosis, VI, vv. 770-789.
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MEDUSA BEHEADED BY PERSEUS.

Medusa was one of the three

Gorgon sisters and was defeated

by the hero Perseus, who fought

her with the help of the gods

Mercury and Minerva. Minerva lent

him the polished shield and

Mercury gave him a steel sickle

and winged sandals. Perseus

reached Medusa’s home along an

impervious route, dotted with

statues of men and animals who

had been turned to stone by

meeting the gaze of the monster.

He surprised her while she slept

alongside her sisters and to avoid

being turned to stone, he kept his

head turned away and his eyes

fixed on the bronze shield that he

used as a mirror. After having

beheaded Medusa, he flew back

and her two frightened sisters took

flight to follow him but they were

not able to see him.

The painting shows the monster’s evilbreath as it leaves hermouth and
the place where the headitselffell, which is swarmingwith frightening
animals: a bat, rats, andinsects.

According to the myth, the drops ofMedusa’s bloodfellon the Libyan
desert andturnedinto snakes thatwent on to populate the areawith a
large numberofspecies.

The artist has depictedMedusa’s headso that hergaze willnevermeet
that ofthe onlooker.

Perseus,

Benvenuto Cell ini, 1 545-1 554 Florence,

Piazza della Signoria, Loggia dei Lanzi.

Head ofMedusa
Flemish painter, early 1 7th century.

InPiazzadella Signoria, it is possible to see Perseus
who has justdefeatedMedusa.

Medusa has the

body of a woman

and snakes in place

of her hair. Her gaze

wil l turn you to stone.

GORGONS. According to the most ancient mythological versions, the

Gorgons were the daughters of Phorcys and Ceto; their names were

Euryale, Stheno and Medusa, the only mortal. Their heads were

wrapped in snakes’ scales and boars’ tusks, and they had bronze hands

and gold wings with which to fly.

ROOM 96



GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY Literary sources: Ovid, Metamorphoses, VI, vv. 790-804.
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MINERVA TRANSFORMS MEDUSA’S HAIR INTO SNAKES.

Ovid tells that originally Medusa was not a monster; on

the contrary, she was an extremely beautiful young girl,

whose most appreciated feature was her hair. The hair

that made her so stunning was turned into a tangle of

snakes by the goddess Minerva, as punishment for

having desecrated her temple. The goddess also gave

Medusa’s eyes the abil ity to turn anyone who looked at

her into stone.

This is not a simple circular painting, it
is a work painted directly onto a real
shield.

Medusa
Michelangelo Merisi, known as Caravaggio, 1 597.

Minerva, Roman Imperial age. Portrait ofNero, Roman Art, 59-64 A.D.

Roman emperors also used to
decorate their armours and
shields with the Medusa’s head
in the same way as Minerva
didwith heraegis andshield.

THE MEDUSA’S HEAD ON MINERVA’S SHIELD. After having employed Medusa’s

head against various enemies, Perseus gave it to Minerva, who used it for

the decoration on her shield and armour, the “aegis”, placing it over her chest.

Greek poet Homer writes that the head of Medusa

was carved into the shield of Agamemnon to

frighten and terrify his enemies, since the virtue to

protect from danger was attributed to this

decoration.

ROOM 96

first corridor

(corridoio di levante)

third corridor

(corridoio di ponente)



GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY
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Bacchus lost his mother before

he was even born; he was the

son ofJupiter, king ofthe gods, and

the princess Semele. Juno, Jupiter’s

wife, jealous of her husband’s

betrayal, plotted a wicked

vengeance against her rival by

advising her to ask her lover to

reveal himself in all his power.

Semele did so, not suspecting that,

since she was mortal, the god’s

power would have turned her to

ashes. After Semele’s death,

Jupiter was at least able to save

her unborn son and he left him to

be cared for by the nymphs on

Mount Nysa. The wise

Silenus was appointed to

be his tutor and became

one of the god’s most

faithful companions,

following him on his

travels and all his

adventures.

Silenus and Young Bacchus
Jacopo del Duca, 1 571 -1 574.

SILENUS. His physical characteristics are those of a satyr.

He was often portrayed as fat and old, made lazy by his

drinking habit and only able to move around on a donkey.

Silenus is leaningagainst a trunk,

aroundwhich a grape-filledvine is

climbing: this is the plant that

represents Bacchus. The ivy crown

that Silenuswears is also a reference

to the god: it refers to Bacchus’

childhood, when the nymphs of

Nysausedthe plant to coverthe

younggod’s cradle, to prevent Juno

fromrealisinghewas there and

protect himagainst herrevenge.

Old, bearded and

with pointed ears

and a small tail .

ROOM 89
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